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Abstract
Weperform a comprehensive investigation of the coupling between aRydberg-dressed atomic gas and
an ultra-cold plasma (UCP). Using simultaneous time-resolvedmeasurements of both neutral atoms
and ions, we show that plasma formation occurs via a Coulomb anti-blockademechanism, inwhich
background ionsDCStark shift nearby atoms into resonance at specific distances. The result is a highly
correlated growth of the Rydberg population that shares some similarities with that previously
observed for van derWaals interactions.We show that a rate equationmodel that couples the laser-
drivenRydberg gas to theUCP via a Coulomb anti-blockademechanism accurately reproduces both
the plasma formation and its subsequent decay. Using long-lived high angularmomentum states as a
probe, we alsofind evidence of a crossover fromCoulomb anti-blockade toCoulomb blockade at high
density. Aswell as shedding light on lossmechanisms in Rydberg-dressed gases, our results open new
ways to create low-entropy states inUCPs.

1. Introduction/motivation

Hybrid quantum systems of ultracold atoms and ions are emerging as a platform for fundamental research in
quantumphysics [1]. Recently, Rydberg states have received attention as away to control the coupling between
ionic and atomic systems [2–5], for example, usingCoulomb blockade from a single ion to suppress Rydberg
excitation [6]. Ultracoldmixtures of Rydberg atoms and ions have also been studied in the context of cold
Rydberg gases, where it was generally found that ions are almost always present due to processes such as
collisions between nearby Rydberg atoms and blackbody photoionization. Indeed, studies using resonant laser
excitation of Rydberg states have shown an ultra-cold plasma (UCP) under conditions of strong excitation, both
in the pulsed [7–9] and continuously driven [10, 11] regimes.

In this paper, we demonstrate that an off-resonant excitation of the Rydberg state can be used to tailor the the
interaction betweenRydberg atoms and ions in an ultracold gas.We show that plasma formation occurs via a
Coulomb anti-blockademechanism, illustrated infigure 1(b), where background ionsDC Stark shift nearby
atoms into resonance at specific distances. The result is a highly correlated ‘facilitated growth’ of the Rydberg
population that shares some similarities with that previously observed using van derWaals anti-blockade [12]. A
rate equationmodel that couples the driven Rydberg gas to anUCP via this correlated excitationmodel
accurately reproduces both the initial creation and subsequent decay of the observed ion signal. At longer times,
the ionization of long-lived high angularmomentumRydberg states produced in the plasma provides evidence
for the interplay betweenCoulomb blockade [6] andCoulomb anti-blockade in the plasma. In future
experiments, controlling this process could provide a route to creating anUCPwith a strongly correlated ionic
state [13].

Our results also provide a strategy forminimising losses due to ionization in cold Rydberg gas experiments,
particularly those aimed at ‘dressing’ a lower-lying atomic statewith properties of a Rydberg state by strong off-
resonant laser excitation [14–20]. Off-resonant Rydberg dressing has been demonstrated experimentally in
alkalimetal atoms for two atoms [21] and in optical lattices [22, 23]. However, attempts to observe Rydberg
dressing in high-density BECs and 3D lattice gases of alkalimetal and alkali earth atoms have been hampered by
unexpected lossmechanisms associatedwith enhanced population of the Rydberg state, which have in general
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limited the achievable lifetime to less than 1ms [24–27]. Recently our group successfully Rydberg dressed a
strontiummagneto-optical trap (MOT) using the energy level scheme illustrated infigure 1(a), achieving a
lifetime of>1ms [28]. In that case, selecting a Rydberg state with the correct sign of theDCpolarizability was
essential in order to avoid the collective ionizationmechanisms thatwe study in detail here. Lastly we note that
control of the collisional interaction between trapped ions and ultracold atoms using Rydberg dressingwas
previously considered in [29].

2. Experimental techniques

The experiments beganwith the formation of aMOTof88Sr atoms operating on the narrow 5s S 5s5p P2 1
0

3
1«

transition. AMOTbeamdetuning of 2 175 kHzMOTd p » - and an intensity per beamof IMOT=3–50 Isat
(where Isat is the saturation intensity of the transition) resulted in 1/e

2 cloud radii of 30–60 μm (100–200 μm) in
the vertical (z) (horizontal (x)) direction, and temperatureTz=1 μK.TheMOT is loaded from afirst-stage
MOToperating on themuch broader 5s S 5s5p P2 1

0
1

1« transition. By varying the number of atoms captured
in the first-stageMOT, thefinal density of theMOT can be varied independently of the other experimental
parameters.More details on the apparatus and loading process can be found in [30–32].

Atoms in theMOTwere subsequently coupled to the Rydberg state by off-resonantly driving the
5s5p P 5s36d D3

1
3

1 transition using 50 mWof 319 nm light [33]with a beamwaist of 160 μm (120 μm) in
the vertical (horizontal) direction, resulting in a peak coupling beamRabi frequency ofΩ/2π=4MHz. The
coupling beamdetuningwas varied fromΔ/2π=−20 to+20MHz, allowing observation of the attractive van
derWaals interaction of the 36d D3

1 state for negative detunings, and theDCStark shift due to nearby ions for
positive detunings, illustrated infigure 1(b). Aswe showed in our previouswork, laser cooling and trapping
forces continue to operate in the Rydberg-dressedMOT [28]. After dressing for a time td, the cloudwas imaged
using resonant absorption imaging on the 461 nm transition (figure 1(a)). As the cloudwas often optically thick,
ballistic expansionwas sometimes used to reduce the optical depth of the cloudβbefore imaging, sacrificing
information on the cloud spatial profile. Fitting to the cloud shape, the ground state populationNg was
measured.

The spontaneous generation of ions in the cloud [8, 34, 35]was studied by continuously counting the ions
using amicro-channel plate (MCP) rather than directly (and destructively) probing theRydberg population
throughfield- or auto-ionization. Spontaneous ionizationmay occur through severalmechanisms including
blackbody photoionization, ionizing collisions between nearby Rydberg atoms, and collisions with fast-moving
ground state atoms from the atomic beam.Detectionwas enhanced through a small bias field of∼20mV cm−1

that draws ions towards theMCP in 30 μs. Using a fast digital oscilloscope, the arrival of individual ions can be
loggedwith a detection of efficiency of up to 2% [32] and a time-resolution better than 10ns [36]. However, for
most of the data in this paper, the long total acquisition time (>5 ms)necessitated an increase of the time
window for detection of a single ion to 40 ns, resulting in a concomitant drop in detection efficiency to 0.5%. The
resulting ion signals were then binned according to their arrival times to produce an ion detection rate; by
varying the binwidth rates could bemeasured over several orders ofmagnitude. The combination of non-
destructive and time-resolved single-ion detection allows observation of ion detection rates in real-time over the

Figure 1. (a)Relevant energy levels in88Sr. TheMOToperates on the 689 nm transition and dressing using 319 nm light off-
resonantly couples the e 5s5p P3

1ñ =∣ state to the r 5s36d D3
1ñ =∣ state. (b)Upper panel: atom–atom (solid purple line) and atom–

ion (dashed black line) interaction strength as a function of interparticle separation r. Lower panel: the corresponding distance-
dependent Rydberg excitation fraction for a detuningΔ=−(+) 12 MHz for the atom–atom (atom–ion) pair.
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long timescales relevant to Rydberg-dressing experiments, illustrated infigure 4. By repeating the experiment up
to 12 times for a given set of experimental conditions, we gain access to the statistical distribution of the ion
signal. In particular, we can evaluate the time-dependentMandelQ parameter given by [37]

Q
N t

N t
1, 1

2

=
á D ñ
á ñ

-
( ( ))

( )
( )

where N t 2á D ñ( ( )) and N tá ñ( ) are respectively the variance andmean of the ion signal at time t. TheMandelQ
parameter is ameasure of the deviation of a repeatedmeasurement fromPoissonian statistics, withQ>0
indicating super-Poissonian signals andQ<0 indicating sub-Poissonian signals [38]. Super-Poissonian signals,
such as thosewe demonstrate infigure 3, are often associatedwith anti-blockade and collective excitation; sub-
Poissonian signals are often associatedwith blockade effects and nonlinear excitation suppression, and also
detector saturation [39].We do not correctmeasuredQ parameters for detection efficiency.

3. Atom loss and spontaneous ionization

The change in the optical depth of theMOTdue to the Rydberg coupling laser is illustrated infigure 2, for three
different values of the initial density ρ0. The lineshape of the loss feature is asymmetic. For the lowest and
intermediate density, additional loss occurs for negative detunings relative to positive detunings.

This result is consistent with the attractive van derWaals interaction [40] shifting nearby pairs of atoms into
resonance (anti-blockade) as observed in previous experiments [12, 41]. A density of2×1010 cm−3

corresponds to aWigner–Seitz radius (defined as the radius of a sphere of volume equal to themean volume per
atom) of 2.3 μm, similar to the 1.6 μmfacilitation radius of the 36d3D1Rydberg state forΩ/2π=4MHz,Δ/

2π=−6MHz at which the van derWaals interaction shift is equal to the coupling beamdetuning.
As the density was increased further, additional loss also appeared for positive detunings. Unlike for zero

detuning, the atomnumber was observed tofluctuate significantly from shot to shot as shown infigure 2(b).
This behaviour cannot be explained through the attractive van derWaals interactions of the 5s36d 3D1 Rydberg
state. Insteadwe attribute this loss to the presence of ions in the cloud; for positive coupling beamdetunings the
ionsDCStark shift atoms into resonancewith the coupling beam, leading to enhanced Rydberg excitation and
atom loss from theMOT.

The corresponding ion signals for the data presented infigure 2 are shown infigure 3. The time dependence
of both the ion detection rate Ná ñ˙ and theMandelQ parameter are shown. The ion detection rate demonstrates a
strong density dependence, with negligible ionization at lowdensity. At intermediate densities, ions are only
observed on resonance and for negative detunings. This observation is consistent with the enhanced loss for
negative detunings observed infigure 2. The ion signal is slightly super-Poissonian, which is consistent with the
expected correlated growth of Rydberg excitations due to the anti-blockade effect [39]. This effect has been
studied in detail elsewhere [42–44] andwe do not examine these results further.

Figure 2. (a)The fractional changeβ′=β(t=td)/β(t=0) in optical depthβ after dressing for a time td=5ms versus detuning for
ρ0=0.6×1010 cm−3 (black triangles), 2×1010 cm−3 (purple circles) and 7×1010 cm−3 (pink squares). Here
δMOT/2π=−210 kHz, IMOT=50 Isat andΩ/2π=4 MHz. (b)Histograms showing the distribution ofβ′ overmultiple runs of the
experiment for the high density data in (a) (pink squares) for three different values of the detuningΔ=−10 MHz (i), 0 MHz (ii) and
+10 MHz (iii).
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At the highest atomdensity (figure 3(c)) significant ionization is also observed for negative detunings. In fact
forΔ<0 the detector saturates at high density, leading to the sub-Poissonian statistics observed in theMandel
Q parameter. Of interest for this paper is the appearance of a large ion signal for positive detunings, accompanied
by super-Poissonian statistics, which is consistent with the enhanced atom loss observed infigure 2.
Furthermore, histograms of the ion signal (figure 2) show that the distribution of the total number of ions
detected becomes bimodal at high density and positive detuning. This observation is consistent with an
avalanche effect that strongly enhances Rydberg excitation and ionization. Our interpretation is that the
correlated growth of Rydberg excitation due to theDCStark shifts fromnearby ions eventually leads to the
runaway formation of anUCP, leading to rapid ionization of nearly all the remaining Rydberg atoms.

4. Time dependence of the ion signal

To investigate this effect inmore detail, we study the time dependence of the ionization rate for a single detuning.
These data were takenwith different parameters tofigure 2 that are chosen such that the plasma threshold is
always reached and the distribution is no longer bimodal. Four different stages can be identified infigure 4.

• Plasma seeding and growth (inset (a))—after a density-dependent delay (the plasma seeding time), the ion
signal rapidly rises within the first 20 μs of dressing.

• Rapid atom loss ((a) and (b))—strong Rydberg excitation results in large ion signals and rapid loss of ground
state atoms. The ion signal and the atomnumber decay at similar rates.

• DressedMOT—the rate of atom loss reduces abruptly and the ion detection rate stabilises, leaving a relatively
long-lived, low density Rydberg-dressedMOT that is similar to that presented in [28].

• Long-lived Rydberg atoms—a long-lived ion signal continues to be observed evenwhen the dressing laser and
MOTbeams are switched off.

To interpret these stages, we note that previous work has shown that in a spontaneously ionizing Rydberg gas, an
UCP is formed once the number of ions exceeds a threshold given by N E e2 4C e 0

2p p s= ( ) , where the
electron energy Ee is equal to the Rydberg binding energy, e is the electron charge, ò0 is the electric permittivity of
vacuumandσ is the cloud radius [8, 45, 46].

The resulting plasma undergoes rapid expansion driven by disorder-induced heating [47, 48], typically living
for just a few tens ofmicroseconds [49]. During the plasma phase, the trapped electrons collide with the
remaining Rydberg atoms, leading to rapid ionization and the formation of long-lived high-angularmomentum
Rydberg states [50].

Figure 3. (a–c) Ion detection rate (top row) andMandelQ parameter (bottom row) versus ion arrival time (measured from the start of
the dressing pulse t = 0) and detuningΔ, for ρ0 of (a): 0.6×1010 cm−3, (b) 2×1010 cm−3 (c): 7×1010 cm−3. (d)Histograms of the
total detected signal for all arrival times Ná ñ for three different values of the detuningΔ=−10 MHz (i), 0 MHz (ii) and+10 MHz
(iii), for the highest density data shown in (c).
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The density-dependent seeding time thus represents the time taken for the number of ions to reach the
plasma threshold. At this point, electron Rydberg collisions become possible, leading to a rapid increase in the
ionization rate. The ions in the plasma are replenished from the (decaying) atomic population, until the rate of
ionization is no longer high enough to balance the rate of ion loss due to plasma expansion, and the plasma is
quenched. Ionization can still proceed through non-collisional processes, but at amuch lower rate, and the atom
population decay is reduced.Once the dressing laser is switched off, the slow black-body radiation induced
ionization of long-lived, high-lRydberg atoms [50] createdwithin the plasma is observed. Infigure 4(c)we show
that the total number of detected ions exhibits the threshold dependence on the ground state atomnumber that
is characteristic of anUCP.

5. Theoretical description

The coupled evolution of a Rydberg gas and a plasma has been considered theoretically by several groups
[10, 11, 51]. A related approachwas developed for plasma formation in thermal gases in [52]. However these
works have focussed primarily on the role of ions in suppressing, rather than enhancing, the Rydberg excitation
rate byDCStark shifting the resonant Rydberg coupling laser off-resonancewith the transition. Herewe develop
amodel based on coupled rate equations for the total number of each of the three key species present in the
cloud: ground state atoms Ng, Rydberg atomsNRyd and ions in the cloudNion. Solutions of the rate equations
can then be compared directly to data such as that shown infigure 4.

The initial atom cloud is assumed to be a spheroid of randomly-distributed ground-state atoms, with
uniformdensity and radiusσ. As a further simplifying assumption, the Rabi frequency of the coupling laserΩ is
also considered to be uniform across the cloud. A fractionPEof the atoms are considered to be excited to the
5s5p 3P1 state by the cooling light in theMOT. The value ofPEdepends on theMOTbeampower, and is
constrainedwithin the range 0.04<PE<0.5 by the operation of theMOT [53].

Atoms in the 5s5p 3P1 state are available for excitation to theRydberg state by the coupling laser. As the
timescale to reach the steady state is on the order of the Rydberg state lifetime of 1/ΓRyd∼20 μs, it ismuch
shorter than the timescale associatedwith the atom loss and ionization shown infigure 4, allowing us to consider
the steady-state Rydberg excitation rate described by the power-broadened (Ω?ΓRyd) Lorentzian lineshape:

R r N P
r2 2

. 2Ryd, m g E
Ryd

2

2
DC, m

2J

J

=
G W

W + D - D
( )

[ ( )]
( )∣ ∣

∣ ∣

Figure 4. (a) Ion detection rate versus arrival time for an initial density 6×1011 cm−3 andΩ/2π=4 MHz,Δ/2π=+12 MHz and a
dressing time td=2ms (indicated by the dashed line). The inset shows thefirst 0.1msof the same dataset with the plasma seeding
time indicated by the shaded area. The 30 μs for ions to reach the detector has been subtracted. (b)Measured variation in atom
number versus td. Error bars are too small to be seen. The point at td=2ms corresponds to the data shown in (a). (c)Variation of the
total detected ion signal Ná ñwith initial atomnumber for different values of the total power in theMOTbeamswithin the ranges<60
μW (pink squares), 60–150 μW (purple circles) and>150 μW (black triangles).
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Here the laser detuningΔ is combinedwith theDCStark shift of the Rydberg state caused by the presence of an
ion at a distance r

r
e

r

1

2

1

4
, 3mDC

0
2

2

J 
a

p
D = -

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( )∣ ∣

where the polarisability of the Rydberg state is 2 40 16m 0 1J
a p= - ´= ( )∣ ∣ ( ) MHz/(V/cm)2 for the two

m36d D J
3

1 ∣ ∣ states [32]. To take into account the anisotropy due to the different static polarizability of the
m 0J =∣ ∣ and m 1J =∣ ∣ sublevels we calculate the total excitation rate

R r R r R r ; 4m mRyd Ryd, 0 Ryd, 1J J= += =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣

assuming that the coupling strength for each is 2W to reflect that on average only half of the coupling light
will be the correct polarisation to excite each sublevel. This termplays a key role in the simulation by allowing for
the enhanced growth of Rydberg excitations whenΔ≈ΔDC, as shown infigure 5 andwill occur if the coupling
beamdetuningΔ is of opposite sign to the Rydberg state polarisabilityα. To include this effect in themodel, we
express the Rydberg excitation rate as a function of ion numberNion rather than distance r, by integrating over
the distribution of atom–ion separations.We treat ions as uniformly distributed such that the number of atoms
around an ion is given by ρatom 4πr2δr. The Rydberg excitation rate is then calculated as a function of ion
number:

R N
R r r r

r r

4

4
. 5

r

rRyd ion
0

Ryd atom
2

0 atom
2

ion

ion

ò

ò

r p d

r p d
=

´
( )

( )
( )

The upper limit of this integral is set by themean distance between ions given by theWigner Seitz radius
r N3 4ion ion

1 3
ion
1 3pr s= =( ) , where N3 4ion ion

3r ps= is the ion density. The ionWigner Seitz radius is the
radius of a sphere with a volume equal to themean volume per ion; using this approach is therefore equivalent to
considering the cloud as comprised of spheres of atoms surrounding each ion.

Theway inwhich this term leads to density-dependent coupling betweenRydberg atoms and ions, along
with strong spatial correlations, is shown infigure 5. At low charge densities, corresponding to large typical
atom–ion separations, the Rydberg excitation rate follows the one-body rate. At higher charge densities the
Rydberg excitation rate rises until at the ‘facilitation radius’ the detuningΔ is compensated by theDCStark shift.
Infigure 5 twopeaks appear due to the presence of resonances associatedwith the m 0J =∣ ∣ and m 1J =∣ ∣ states.
The result is a substantial increase in Rydberg excitation and results in the rapid loss of atoms observed in
figure 4. At ion densities above 2.5×109 cm−3 this effect saturates and the integrated excitation rate begins to
fall with density. Atoms are so close to ions that theDC Stark shift is large enough to shift atoms beyond
resonancewith the coupling laser. For large enough ion density, the integrated excitation rate falls below the
one-body rate: this is the Coulombblockade regime [6]. This suggests that Coulombblockademay result in a
self-limiting Rydberg population similar to that proposed in [11], evenwhen the overall effect is one of avalanche
anti-blockade.

To complete the rate equations, we also consider the decay and lossmechanisms for Rydberg atoms and ions.
Our experiments have shown that there are two important one-body decay processes that contribute to the

Figure 5. (a)Rydberg excitation rate as a function of distance from an ion, described by equation (4) forPE=0.5 (black solid line).
The one-body rate is indicated by the pink dashed line. Inset shows the excitation ratemultiplied by r2 for the same parameters,
reflecting the integral weighting in equation (5). (b) Integrated excitation rate as a function of ion density ρion (black solid line). The
pink dashed line indicates the one-body excitation rate.
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overall decay rate of the Rydberg statesΓRyd. Thefirst is radiative decay, which occurs predominantly to low-
lying triplet states that are not connected by dipole-allowed transitions to the ground state. This decay is
included in themodel by introducing a dark state with associated populationNdark. Population in this state does
not contribute to absorption images, and appears as an overall loss of atoms from the cloud. The second process
is spontaneous ionization. Even in the absence of anUCP (i.e. below threshold), a significant background
ionization rate is observed. To quantify the branching ratio between radiative and ionizing decaywe have
measured the ratio of ions createdwithout autoionization (i.e. through spontaneous ionization) to the total
Rydberg populationmeasured using autoionization [31] following a controlled excitation sequence with no
plasma or significant ion population present. From this we estimate that approximately Pion=30%of the
Rydberg atoms decay to ions, through severalmechanisms such as blackbody radiation [34], collisionwith hot
atoms [8] and Penning ionization [35]. A high ionization fraction is consistent with high densities of attractively
interacting Rydberg states [54, 55]. The spontaneous ionization process is included in themodel as a one body
coupling N P Nion ion Ryd Ryd= G˙ with decay to dark states described as N P N1dark ion Ryd Ryd= - G˙ ( ) .

Crucially, above the threshold for plasma formation, Rydberg atoms are also ionized by collisions with
trapped electrons [7], resulting in an avalanche process as the rising electron population increases the collision
rate. In our simulations, we consider that a plasma formswhen N N E e2 4C eion 0

2p p s> = ( ) , where the
electron energy Ee is equal to the Rydberg binding energy [46]. Above this threshold, an additional term
proportional to the electron density couplesNRyd andNion, given by N N N3 4eion coll Ryd P

3g ps=˙ , where

Ne=Nion−NC is the number of trapped electrons, andσP is the plasma radius, so that N3 4e P
3ps is the

electron density. The rate of ionizing electron-Rydberg collisions is given by E me ecoll geog s= , where

n ageo
4

0
2s p= is the geometric cross-section of the Rydberg atom for a principal quantumnumber of n [10].

Thefinal components of themodel are terms that govern the rate at which ions are expelled from the cloud.
We consider two processes. First, an applied electric field of∼20mV cm−1 extracts ions from the cloud in
∼7 μs. This extraction time gives rise to an ion loss rate ofRextract. These ions, labelledNfree, are then too far from
the cloud to play any further part in the systemdynamics so are considered lost. The second process is loss due to
expansion of the plasma. Previous experiments onUCPs have shown that the dominant driver of expansion is
the back-action of the electrons on the ions (electron pressure) [49], giving rise to a loss termof the form
N N N Refree ion repulsion=˙ whereRrepulsion is treated as a free parameter.

Taken together, these relationships lead to the following rate equations:

N R N ; 6g Ryd ion= -˙ ( ) ( )

N R N N N N
4

3
; 7eRyd Ryd ion Ryd Ryd coll Ryd P

3g ps= + - G -˙ ( ) ( )

N P N N N N R N N R
4

3
; 8e eion ion Ryd Ryd coll Ryd P

3
ion extract ion repulsiong ps= + G + - -˙ ( )

N N R N N R ; 9efree ion extract ion repulsion= + +˙ ( )

N P N1 . 10dark ion Ryd Ryd= + - G˙ ( ) ( )

If the plasma sizeσP is taken to be equal to the size of the atomic cloud, then only two free parameters are not
fixed bymeasurement or theory:PE (which is constrained) andRrepulsion. The ion detection efficiency (a linear
scaling between themeasured signal andNion) is also treated as a free parameter, with best fitting foundwith a
factor of 0.1%. The difference between this value and the estimated detection efficiency of 0.5% is attributed to
stray electric field reducing the detection efficiency.

Before presenting a detailed comparison of themodel with themeasured data in the next section, it is
insightful to reconsider some of the underlying physics. In particular, we point out that ourmodel assumes that
the formation of the plasma introduces an additional ionization channel, but does notmodify the ion-
dependent excitation process. In order for this to be the case, the length scale for the correlated excitation of
Rydberg atoms due to nearby ionsmust be shorter than theDebye screening length k T e neD 0 B e

2l = [45].
The electron temperature is given byTe, and ne is the electron density. For typical values, we expect aDebye
length greater than 10 μm,much greater than the interparticle separations. Consequently, we do not expect
electronswithin the plasma to screen atoms in the cloud from the presence of nearby ions, and do not consider
them tomodify the steady-state Rydberg excitation rate.

6. Comparisonwith experimental data

In this section, we compare solutions of the rate equations (equations (6)–(10)) to experimentalmeasurements
of the atomnumber and ion signal. The bestfit illustrated infigure 6was obtainedwith R 10 e srepulsion

4 1 1= - -

andPE=0.5 (0.3) for aMOTbeam intensity of IMOT=26 Isat (IMOT=9 Isat). This value of
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Rrepulsion=104 e−1 s−1 corresponds to ions leaving the cloud in 1 μs for an electron population of 100, which is
consistent with plasma expansion velocities observed inUCPs [49]. The plasma sizeσPwas also treated as a free
parameter. For the case of IMOT=9 Isat, we see good agreementwith a constant plasma size of 45 μm, consistent
with the cloud size of 50 μmby 100 μm1 e−2 vertical and horizontal radii. However, in the case of higherMOT
beampower, we observe best agreement allowing the plasma size to rise with initial atomnumber from40 to
50 μm, suggesting that at sufficiently high ion production rates the plasma size is a function of ion
production rate.

Figure 6 shows that the simulation accurately reproduces the temporal behaviour of the atomnumber and
the ion signal over several orders ofmagnitude, at least for thefirst∼1ms of dressing. This includes both the
rapid rise of the ion signal during the initial growth phase, and the subsequent decay, including regionswhere
this decay deviates from a simple exponential. Importantly, examining each of the terms in thismodel enables us
to understandwhich processes are important in each phase.

The density-dependent plasma seeding time defined infigure 4 is also quantitatively reproduced by the
model, as shown infigure 7. Themodel shows that the seeding time and subsequent rapid loss depend critically
on the existence of theCoulomb anti-blockademechanism illustrated infigure 5. As shown infigure 7(b), the
rise in the Rydberg population only occurs if the correlated growth of the Rydberg fraction due to ions is taken
into account. The delay between the rise in Rydberg fraction and the rise in ion population is attributed to the
time taken for ionization of Rydberg atoms to occur.When the plasma threshold is reached, themodel predicts a
sharp spike in the number of ions that dissipates due to plasma expansion thatwe do not observe, likely due to
ions spreading out on their way to the detector.

Once the plasma has formed, collisional ionization of Rydberg atoms by electrons becomes a dominant
process. The population in the Rydberg state drops as the ionization rate due toRydberg-electron collisions
dominates. The result is a largely exponential decay of the atomnumber, which since the ions are continually lost
from the cloud is alsomirrored in the ion signal. A quantitative comparison between themodel and the data in
this regimewasmade by fitting an exponential decay to the experimental and simulated data shown infigure 6.

Figure 6.Ground state atomnumber (a), (c) and ion detection rate (b), (d) as a function of dressing time for different initial atom
numbers at δMOT/ 2π=−110 kHz,Δ/2π=+12 MHz,Ω/2π=4 MHz andMOTbeam intensities of IMOT=9 Isat (a), (b) and
IMOT=26 Isat (c), (d).Model results are shown as solid lines and different colours andmarkers indicate the initial atomnumber,
shown on the y-axis of (a) and (c).
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The resulting 1/e lifetimes are compared infigure 8(a), and the overall agreement is very good.We also observe a
rise in plasma and cloud lifetimewith increasing initial atomnumber, shown infigure 8(b). Atfirst glance this
result is suprising. The origin of this effect is the switch fromCoulomb anti-blockade toCoulomb blockade for
charge densities above 2.5×109 cm−3 shown infigure 5(b). As the atomnumber increases, the charge density
increases above this value, leading to a reduction in the Rydberg fraction and an increase in the cloud and plasma
lifetime. The plasma simulation predicts a peak charge density of up to 4×109 cm−3 across the plasma,
sufficient to reach the self-limiting regime. This self-limiting effect is also responsible for the deviation from
exponential decay in atomnumber and ion detection rate observed infigure 6, which is observed in both the data
and themodel. Further evidence of the important role of this density-driven cross-over from anti-blockade to
blockade is presented in section 7.

Eventually, the number of ions in the cloud decays to below the plasma threshold, and the plasma
terminates, resulting in the abrupt change in the slope of the decay for atoms and ions that is observed in the
atomnumber between 0.5 and 1ms (figure 6). After this point, the role of ions in the excitation and decay
processes becomes insignificant due to the low atomand ion density, and the rate equationmodel is no longer
appropriate. Instead, the losses from the cloud are dominated bymechanical effects that originate from the
combined effect of the AC Stark shift due to the dressing laser, and the ongoing laser cooling. A quantitative
model for this regimewas provided in our previous work onRydberg dressed laser cooling [28].

Lastly, we note that infigure 6we observe a factor of∼2 between the observed atomnumber and the
modelled atomnumber at the point of plasma termination.We hypothesise that this difference is due to the
finite extent of theUCP,which ourfits suggest is less than the size of the atom cloud.Depletion of the atom
number due to the plasma therefore occurs preferentially at the centre of the cloud, leaving thewings untouched.
This effect is not included in themodel. Sincewe ballistically expand the cloud before imaging, we are unable to

Figure 7. (a)Measured plasma seeding time against simulated plasma seeding time, for IMOT=9 Isat (circles) and IMOT=26 Isat
(crosses). Colours indicate initial atomnumber and correspond to the colours used infigure 6. The 30 μs time for ions to reach the
detector has been subtracted. (b)The simulated Rydberg fraction (black line) and the ion population (purple dashes) as a function of
dressing time, simulated for IMOT=9 Isat and an initial atomnumber of 0.3million. The dotted black line shows the Rydberg fraction
in the absense of charges.

Figure 8. (a) Simulated atom (crosses) and plasma (circles) lifetimes forMOTbeampowers of IMOT=26 Isat (black) and IMOT=9 Isat
(purple) as a function of observed lifetimes, from exponential fits to the data. (b)Observed atomand plasma lifetimes as a function of
initial atomnumber.
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study the spatial dependence of the loss. In future experiments itmay be possible to directly probe the spatial
dependence of the Rydberg excitation in the cloud [36].

In summary, the rate equationmodel successfully reproduces the plasma formation and decay processes in
this complex coupled system. The agreement is good acrossmultiple observables, including the time
dependence of the atomnumber and ion signal and their dependence on cloud density andMOTbeampower.
The role of ions in the cloud is critical throughout this process, influencing both the seeding of the plasma and
the enhancement and partial suppression of Rydberg excitationwithin the plasma-coupled cloud.

7. Long-lived Rydberg population

Afinal probe of the plasma dynamics is the long-lived Rydberg population observed after the coupling laser is
turned off (shown infigure 4). Long-lived Rydberg atomsmay form in anUCPdue to three-body recombination
or electron-Rydberg collisions. Although previous studies of continuously driven plasmas have found that
three-body recombination canmodify the plasma dynamics [51], we do not expect three-body recombination to
be significant at the charge density that we reach [56]. Insteadwe attribute the formation of long-lived Rydberg
states to the population of high-angularmomentum states by electron-Rydberg collisions, which are significant
even at low plasma density [9]. Once created, these high angularmomentum states are slowly ionized by
blackbody radiation, giving rise to an ion signal that can be observed severalmilliseconds after the dressing laser
is turned off [50]. The long-lived Rydberg population thus contains information about the initial plasma
dynamics even severalmilliseconds after the plasma disperses.

Figure 9(a) shows ion detection rates after the coupling laser has been turned off for the data given in figure 6
and taken at IMOT=9 Isat with two different initial atomnumbers of 3.4 and 0.3million. Despite this order of
magnitude difference in atomnumber, the number of ions detected after the dressing laser is switched off is
essentially identical. As illustrated infigure 9(b), the decay rate of the long-lived component of the ion signal is
also independent of the atomnumber and the dressing time. Based on these results, we use the ion detection rate
2 ms after dressing began N 2msá ñ˙ as a proxy for the total long-lived Rydberg population, and study its variation
with dressing time and atomnumber (figure 9(c)).

Themost striking observation infigure 9(c) is that in thefirst 200 μs of dressing the rate of creation of long-
lived Rydberg atoms is almost independent of atomnumber. The ground state atomnumber varies by an order
ofmagnitude but N 2msá ñ˙ rises with dressing time at a largely constant rate until the plasma terminates, which
occurs sooner for cloudswith lower atomnumber. The electron-Rydberg collision rate is expected to be
proportional to the product of the Rydberg population and electron density. Since the plasma is nearly neutral
the electron density is related to the ion density less the plasma threshold. The implication is that the fraction of
atoms in theRydberg statemust fall with increasing atomnumber in order tomaintain the constant electron–
Rydberg collision rate observed figure 9(c). Such a reduction is indeed predicted by our correlated growthmodel
as shown infigure 5(b); for large ion densities the Rydberg excitation rate falls as theDC Stark shift begins to

Figure 9. (a) Ion detection rate after the coupling laser is turned off for a dressing time of 0.2ms (indicated by the shading) and atom
numbers of 3.4million (blue) and 0.3million (black). Fits are shown as dashed lines. Decay lifetimes τ and ion detection rates 2ms
after dressing begins N 2msá ñ˙ are shown in (b) and (c) respectively for initial atomnumbers of 3.4million (blue diamonds), 1.3million
(pink squares), 1million (purple circles) and 0.3million (black triangles).
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reduce rather than enhance the Rydberg excitation rate, leading to a cross-over to aCoulombblockade effect for
large enough densities. The long-lived ion signal therefore provides independent confirmation of this cross-over
thatwas included in the rate equationmodel that successfully reproduced the formation and decay of theUCP in
figures 6–8. In particular it confirms our interpretation of the dependence of the plasma lifetime on the initial
atomnumber infigure 8.

8. Conclusion

In summary, we have used non-destructive and time-resolved ion detection to probe the spontaneous formation
of ions in a Rydberg-dressed atomic cloud, and their impact onRydberg excitation and atom loss. Charges
createdwithin the cloud canDCStark shift nearby atoms into resonancewith the excitation laser, leading to
strong Rydberg excitation. This Coulomb anti-blockade effect eventually leads to the formation of anUCP,
resulting in further ionization and atom loss. The existence of a plasmawas evidenced by an ionization threshold
and the formation of long-lived high angularmomentumRydberg states. At high density, there is a cross-over to
aCoulombblockade region, where theDCStark shift fromneighbouring ions is large enough to shift nearby
atoms out of resonancewith the excitation laser. The growth in the ion density with atomnumber therefore
becomes self-limiting.

A key consequence of these results is that careful consideration of the relative sign of the van derWaals
interaction and theDCStark shift is essential in order tominimize charge induced losses in Rydberg dressing
experiments. The success of this approach is shown in [28], where the choice of the appropriate Rydberg state led
to a significant increase in lifetime.

More interestingly, the quantitative agreement between ourmodel and the experimental data opens the
possibility of tailoring the spatial correlation function of Rydberg atoms and ions in the cloud via theCoulomb
blockade and anti-blockademechanisms. Divalent atoms offer a powerful toolkit of techniques such as
autoionization [9, 36] and ion imaging [48, 57] that can be used to study these correlations, whichmay offer new
routes to the suppression of disorder-induced heating in plasmas [13]. Coulomb anti-blockademay also be
useful to Rydberg-based focused ion beam experiments e.g. [58], enabling higher Rydberg excitation/ion
production rates than are allowed due to Rydberg blockade, whilst suppressing disorder-induced heating.
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